Abstract. Moving target tracking is an important application of computer vision. A binocular based method is presented for mobile robot to track target reliably under the effect of occlusion, transform and rotation in unstructured environment. Point features are extracted for representing the target and environment background under middle distortion, and then are matched and tracked through consecutive stereo frames by our improved MNCC algorithm. The point features are reconstructed and utilized to estimate the relative motion by Least-Square algorithm. Because the relative motion between the point features of target and robot is inconsistent to that of environment background and robot, the point features of environment background and the errors in feature tracking are removed by RANSAC algorithm. Experiment results validate the efficiency of our method.
Introduction
Faithfully tracking of moving target is a critical ability of environment perception for autonomous robot in unstructured environment. In the traditional monocular-based methods, moving target is tracked through two-dimensional video input and target is tracked only depended on image information. In the window-based methods [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , the target is tracked by maximizing the correlation corresponding or minimizing cost function of correlation but is always sensitive to illumination and occlusion. In another way, some kinds of features such as edge [5] , corners [6] and lines [7] are extracted as constraints or judgments to handle transform and rotation. But transform, scale and occlusion are still critical problem for the monocular based methods.
Binocular vision, or called as stereo vision, can obtain the depth information of environment easily. Combining image information and depth information, the stereo vision is very appealing to moving target tracking with the support of low price commercial hardware. In [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , moving objects are detected and tracked by the inconsistency of the flow data through the two consecutive frames. This type of method is efficient to distinguish the moving target from surrounding environment background, but is sensitive to the noise of depth data. Unfortunately, there are large numbers of errors of dense stereo matching in real-time running stereo system in generally.
In our method, we extract Harris corners as sparse point features to represent the whole environment stereo image because this type features are stable to moderate distortion and rotation. We can track the target faithfully and sign the position in image accurately by tracking only a few number of point features belongs to the target even if the target is seriously occluded. The features are matched and tracked by our improved MNCC algorithm [13] , which is more efficient to reduce the effect of illumination. RANSAC algorithm is utilized to determine whether the point features belongs to the targets and reject the outliers in feature matching and tracking. Furthermore, the computing cost is greatly reduced because there are only spare feature matching rather than dense matching.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the process of faithful point features matching and tracking. In Section 3, the relative motion is estimated. In Section 4, RANSAC algorithm is utilized to reject the outliers in target tracking. Experiment results validate our method in section 5. Summary and future works are discussed in the last section.
Feature Matching and Tracking
Point features are extracted by Harris operator [14] . The extracted point features are matched and tracked through consecutive stereo frames by computing correlation of window-based intensity. For fast and reliable matching, the coordinate of the point features are rectified by epipolar constraint to find the best match pair of the features along the epipolar lines.
Feature Matching
There are many existing methods to solve the correspondence problem. In our method, the correspondence is computed by our improved MNCC algorithm that ratio of intensity of pixel and mean intensity of template are used to reduce the effect of illumination.
The best match is determined by bidirectional consistency constraint. 
Feature Tracking
In generally, the assumption that the target moves irregular is reasonable. So we must fix a region large enough for point feature tracking. The correlation is still computed by our improved MNCC algorithm to reduce the effect of illumination and the best feature tracking is determined. Most of outliers are rejected by the bidirectional consistency constraint. Then the errors of point feature tracking are rejected secondly by the relative motion estimation and RANSAC algorithm.
Relative Motion Estimation

Reconstruction of Point Feature
The projection of world point ( )
in accurately calibrated stereo cameras is computed by equation (2),
where, K is intrinsic matrix and ( ) 
Relative Motion Estimation
The change of rotation and translation are denoted as R and T respectively, and the relative position of world point i P and robot in current time and previous time are From (4) and (5), the function M can be rewritten as equation (6),
4 Target Tracking
Outliers Rejecting by RANSAC
To reduce the effects of the occlusions, we use RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) algorithm [15] 
Target Determining
At the beginning of target tracking, we define a rectangular region to denote the target. O is the centre,W is the width and H is the height. During the movement of the target, its region is changed. As the target is tracked, the target region in current stereo image is also determined and the features of the target must be updated for the target tracking in the next frame. In our method, the features of the target are updated by the matched features of the target region in current stereo images. 
Experiments
A toy car is tracked under large occlusion and rotation in lab environment. The binocular cameras are mounted 1500mm above the ground and the baseline is about 160mm. The parameters of single camera are that the focus is 8mm and the size of pixel is 7.4µm. The results of occlusion experiment are shown in Fig. 1 . During the moving of the toy car, the most serious occlusion is larger than 50 percent. The point features of the toy car are tracked correctly and the target region are determine accurately without the effect of large occlusion. Then the point features are updated for target tracking in next stereo frame. In Fig. 2 , the toy car are tracked under large rotation. It is about 60 degree that the toy car rotated during its moving. The toy car is still correctlyt tracked because the point features are stable for moderate rotation and are updated between the consecutive stereo frames.
Summary
A binocular-based method is presented to track moving target reliably. We represent the target and environment background by point features to reduce the effect of occlusion and rotation. After matching and tracking the point features, the relative motion accurately estimated by Least Square algorithm and the moving target are correctly tracked by twice RANSAC. As experiment results shown, our method is robust and efficient to the effects of large occlusion and rotation. It is necessary for our method that there are enough correctly tracked point features. But it is difficult in some extreme condition such as the target is occluded completely. So we will improve our method to deal with this case in our future work.
